We implemented a spatial database system called Hawk Eye for three-and four-dimensional modeling applications, such as solid modeling, computer simulation and computer vision. Spatial query and manipulation are important system functions for retrieving and analyzing spatial objects. Binary spatial operations are necessary in order to respond to spatial queries and manipulations. Efficient processing of binary spatial operations between two cell complexes is important with respect to a cell-complex-based spatial database because the evaluation of these operations by previous algorithms is time-consuming. We present a new algorithm called the Cell Splitting and Merge Algorithm (CSMA) to evaluate binary spatial operations between two cell complexes. The new algorithm is efficient for cell complexes of three or four dimensions. Key to the algorithm is the use of an incidence graph of the cell complex.
Introduction
Spatial data is required in applications such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS), CAD/CAM, medical information systems, image processing, robotics, computer graphics, computer vision, and computer simulation. In many applications, the spatial dimension is either three or four. To represent spatial objects in three-dimensional or four-dimensional space, several types of spatial data models have been proposed, including surface models, three-dimensional solid models, and cell-based models. Among these models, cellbased models are advantageous in that they can be used to represent spatial objects of various dimensions from 0 to d in d-dimensional space (d = 2, 3, 4 or higher) uniformly.
Spatial objects can be classified into two types, manifold objects and non-manifold objects, based on the topological structure. [8] A spatial object is manifold if the neighbor of every interior point of the object is locally equivalent to an open ball, otherwise the object is non-manifold. [8] For example, the object in Fig. 1 (a) consists of two rectangles that intersect at a point. Such an object is non-manifold. Many researchers have pointed out that non-manifold objects are required in various types of applications to model the complicated topological structure of spatial objects [10] , [11] , [18] in solid modeling, computer vision and computer simulation. Non-manifold boundaryrepresentation models [10] , [11] , [18] have been proposed in order to describe three-dimensional objects in the three-dimensional solid modeling area. However, non-manifold boundary-representation models cannot represent mixed-dimensional objects (also called nonregular non-manifold objects [8] ), although this is possible using the cell-based models.
The two cell-based models, the linear constraint model [2] , [9] , [15] and the cell complex model [1] , [7] , [14] , [19] , have already been implemented in several spatial database systems. In both of these models, cells are combined to form a spatial object. In the linear con- Fig. 1 (a) is represented by a cell-complex in Fig. 1 (b) and linear constraints in Fig. 1 (c) .
straint models, cells may overlap (i.e., the interiors of two different cells may intersect). In the cell complex model, cells do not overlap. The intersection of two different member cells in a cell complex is disjoint, or their boundaries intersect (not their interiors). A cell complex includes cells that represent the intersections of any two member cells in the cell complex (as explained in Section 2). Such cells describe the topological structure of spatial objects explicitly. However, the linear constraint model does not contain such cells. Thus, the model does not represent topological structure information explicitly.
We implemented a spatial database system called Hawk Eye, in which the cell complex model is implemented. The system is intended to handle spatial objects of various dimensions, from 0 to d, in ddimensional space (d = 2, 3, 4). In the system, various types of spatial objects, such as the point, line segment, polygon (convex or concave), and polyhedron (convex or concave), are represented uniformly by the cell complex model, which also enables the topological structure of both manifold and non-manifold (regular nonmanifold and non-regular non-manifold) spatial objects to be represented uniformly.
Although previous cell-based spatial database systems are able to store spatial objects in threedimensional space or four-dimensional space, they cannot respond efficiently to spatial queries and manipulations in some situations. In order to respond to spatial queries and manipulations, efficient processing of binary spatial operations between two objects is a particularly important problem. However, evaluation of binary spatial operations of three or more dimensions is time-consuming when using previous algorithms. [5] In previous cell-based spatial database systems, the binary spatial operations are not implemented [1] , [7] , [14] , [19] (some unary spatial operations are implemented in the systems), or an algorithm that works only for two dimensions [9] is implemented (which enables two-dimensional objects to be Fig. 2 Incidence graph of the cell complex in Fig. 1 (b) . The cell complex consists of two two-dimensional cells, six one-dimensional cells, and five zero-dimensional cells. The incidence graph represents the topological relationship among the cells.
handled in two-dimensional or higher space), or an algorithm that enables only two spatial operations, intersection and union, on the linear constraint model is implemented (which is not efficient for the cell complex model). [2] , [15] In the present paper, we introduce a new algorithm, called the Cell Splitting and Merge Algorithm (CSMA), by which to evaluate binary spatial operations between two cell complexes. We use the cell splitting algorithm of Chandrajit Bajaj et al. in the CSMA so that the CSMA will work efficiently in three and four dimensions. In addition, some extensions are added to the cell splitting algorithm in order to implement the CSMA.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related studies, and Section 3 explains the system architecture of Hawk Eye. Section 4 explains the CSMA in relation to the evaluation of the three binary spatial operations: intersection, difference, and union. Section 5 presents the experimental results obtained using the CSMA.
Related works
In this section, we explain the linear constraint, the cell and the cell complex. In addition, we explain previous algorithms for binary spatial operations for the cell-based models.
Linear constraints and cell complex
In the present study, we use the following notation: 
A linear constraint is a disjunction of a finite number of linear constraint terms, such as
A cell is a set of points that satisfy a linear constraint. We use the notation σ k for the cell defined by Φ k (the subscript k indicates the cell number). We assume that a linear constraint that defines a cell does not contain redundant terms. A linear constraint
If the linear constraint Φ k has n different linear equations (i.e., there are n equal comparison operators), then the dimension of the cell is d − n. In the present paper, the dimension of σ k is denoted as dim(σ k ), an s-dimensional cell is also referred to as an s-cell, and we sometimes use σ s k to refer to an s-cell for which the cell number is k.
A cell may be bounded or unbounded. A cell σ k is said to be bounded when there exists a real number r that is larger than the distance between any pair of points in σ k . Otherwise, σ k is unbounded.
Let Φ 1 and Φ 2 be two linear constraints
, respectively. A cell σ 2 is a face of σ 1 if the cell satisfies all of the following conditions:
4. {p|Φ 2 (p)} is not empty.
For example, there are seven faces of cell σ 2 1 in Fig. 1 (b) . They are σ The cells are (1) σ
For example, the direct faces of σ A cell complex is a set of bounded cells. [12] A set of bounded cells Γ = {σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n } is a cell complex if Γ satisfies the following two conditions. [12] 1. For any member cell
face of σ k is a member cell in Γ. For example, the cell complex in Fig. 1 
) is a face of the two cells σ k1 and σ k2 if the intersection of σ k1 and σ k2 is not empty. For example, the intersection of the two cells σ Let a cell complex Γ have n t top cells as its member, from σ 1 to σ nt , σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ nt . The linear constraint of the top cell σ k is denoted by
where m k is the number of linear constraint terms in Φ k ). Two linear constraints of two different top cells may contain the same linear function (i.e., f k1,i1 (p) = f k2,i2 (p) and k 1 k 2 ). In such a case, the total number of distinct linear functions of Γ is less than the total number of linear constraint terms (= Σm k ). We hereinafter use n c to refer to the total number of linear constraint terms (= Σm k ) and n h to refer the total number of distinct linear functions. The hyperplane number associated with Γ is an integer from 1 to n h . For example, the cell complex in Fig. 1 (b) has two top cells: σ 
In this example, the number of top cells is n t = 2, and n c = n h = 6. In this example, the hyperplane number is an integer from 1 to 6.
The relationship among member cells in a cell complex can be represented graphically using an incidence graph [4] , [5] , [16] . In the incidence graph of a cell complex, each node represents a cell in the cell com-plex, and there is an arc between two cells when one cell is a direct face of the other. The incidence graph of the cell complex in Fig. 1 (b) is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In this example, thirteen nodes represent the member cells, and arcs represent the direct face relationship.
Binary spatial operation for the cell-based models
Linear constraint may be either satisfiable or unsatisfiable. If the solution set of a linear constraint is empty, then the linear constraint is unsatisfiable, otherwise it is satisfiable. For example, the term "x ≥ 1 ∧ x ≤ 0" is unsatisfiable. In order to check the satisfiability, several linear constraint solving algorithms have been proposed, including half-space intersection, convex hull, linear programming, and integer programming. The constraint solving algorithms can be used to evaluate the binary spatial operation, intersect, between two cells. The operation returns the true value when two cells are not disjoint. In addition, the constraint solving algorithms can be used to evaluate the binary spatial operation, intersection, for the cell-based models. Let two spatial objects represented by a cell-based model be
which contains m × n linear constraints. A linear constraint solving algorithm is invoked m × n times to eliminate the unsatisfiable linear constraints. The halfspace intersection algorithm works efficiently for twodimensional objects. However, the algorithm does not work for three dimensions or higher. The other linear constraint solving algorithms, convex hull, linear programming, and integer programming work for two dimensions or higher. However, they are time-consuming for three or higher dimension, and so have not been used in spatial database systems to our knowledge. In the DEDALE system, the half-space intersection algorithm is used to evaluate intersection for the linear constraint model. [9] The hyperplane arrangement construction algorithm by Edelsbrunner [5] can be used to evaluate binary spatial operations intersection, difference, and union for the cell-based models. However, using the algorithm for binary spatial operations in three or higher dimensions is very time-consuming. For d dimensional space, O((n 1,h + n 2,h ) d ) cells are constructed [5] in an intermediate hyperplane arrangement (n 1,h and n 2,h are the numbers of linear functions that are used to define the two spatial objects to be evaluated) to evaluate binary spatial operations.
Chandrajit Bajaj et al. presented a cell splitting algorithm by which to split a bounded cell with a hyper- used the cell splitting algorithm for the purpose of the from-region visibility query. [13] In their paper, the binary spatial operation difference between cells is evaluated for the query.
In the present paper, we introduce a new efficient algorithm CSMA by which to evaluate binary spatial operations between two cell complexes. We use the cell splitting algorithm in the implementation of CSMA so that the CSMA will work efficiently in three and four dimensions. Because the cell splitting algorithm is intended to cell, some extensions are added to the cell splitting algorithm to handle the cell complexes.
System architecture
Query and manipulation of spatial objects are processed in two steps in Hawk Eye, just like other spatial database systems (see Fig. 3 ). These two steps are filtering and refinement [3] . In the filtering step, the spatial index of spatial objects and the Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) are used. In the refinement step, the spatial operation processor module is invoked to evaluate binary geometric operations.
Two representations for the incidence graph are implemented in Hawk Eye. They are the PBS and the CPVS. The CPVS is an in-disk representation, and the PBS is an in-memory representation. When query and manipulation of spatial objects are executed, spatial index, the MBR and the CPVS stored in a database are used. For example, to evaluate a spatial query AREA (X, Y) (X is a set of spatial objects, and Y is one spatial object), which means "calculate the total size of the intersection of Y and objects in X", the spatial index and MBRs of X are used in the filtering step. In this step, objects in X are eliminated such that its MBR does not intersect with Y. In the refinement step, the filtering result and Y are used. In this step, for each object x k in the filtering result, intersection (x k , Y) is evaluated. To evaluate the operation, the PBS of Y is produced from the CPVS of Y on-the-fly. Then, the CPVS of x k and the PBS of Y are used in the CSMA algorithm.
CPVS
The CPVS has two parts: TopCell and Hyperplane 
ples. The tuple has three attributes, TopCellNumber, HyperplaneNumber, and ComparisonOperator, which store the top cell number, the hyperplane number, and the comparison operator, ≥, =, or ≤, respectively. For a linear constraint term f k,i (p)θ k,i 0 (1 ≤ k ≤ n t and 1 ≤ i ≤ m k ), the tuple is <k, 'k, i', θ k,i >. In Table 1 , there are six (= n c ) tuples. The first tuple is <1, 1, ≥ >, which means that the cell having the top cell number of 1 has the linear constraint term of f 1 ≥ 0. The Hyperplane part of the CPVS stores the hyperplane numbers and the coefficients of the linear functions. A hyperplane in E d has (d + 1) coefficients. In the Hyperplane in Table 1 , there are six (= n h ) tuples, each of which has three coefficients.
PBS
The PBS has two parts: Graph and Hyperplane. The Hyperplane part of the PBS is the same as that of the CPVS (see Table 1 (b)). The Graph part of the PBS has the three attributes to store node attributes of the incidence graph. They are coordinate value, cell position vector, and pointers to represent arcs between nodes. Only the nodes representing the zero-dimensional cell have the coordinate values. Other nodes do not have the coordinate values. Table 2 shows the node attributes of the incidence graph in Fig. 2 . The Table 2 The Graph part of the PBS has three node attributes. They are coordinate value, cell position vector, and pointers to represent arcs. The table shows the coordinate value and the cell position vector of the incidence graph in Fig. 2 . Pointers to represent arcs are omitted from this table.
Linear constraint Node Attributes
Coordinate Cell Position Value Vector σ Fig. 1 (b 
The definition of the cell position vector is as follows.
The cell position vector of a member cell σ k in Γ is an n h -length vector, such as
The element value is +, 0, −, or i. For a cell σ k in Γ, the j-th element value u k, j (1 ≤ j ≤ n h ) is as follows:
For example, in Table 2 , the length of the cell position vectors is 6 (= n h ). The cell σ 
Conversion between PBS and CPVS
The Hyperplane part of the CPVS and PBS is same. To convert the PBS of a cell complex to its CPVS, the Graph part of the PBS is converted to the TopCell part of its CPVS (see Fig. 4 ). The conversion algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 . There are two steps in the conversion.
(1) Selection of top cells
In this step, top cells are selected from the Graph part of the PBS. The node in the Graph representing a top cell does not have upward pointers in the node. The selection is done by checking the upward pointers.
(2) Insertion of tuples In this step, tuples are inserted into the TopCell part of the CPVS. The cell position vectors of the top cells that are selected in the previous step are used to generate the tuples to be inserted.
To convert the CPVS of a cell complex to its PBS, the Graph part of the PBS is generated from the TopCell part and the Hyperplane part of its CPVS (see Fig. 4 ). We use the extended cell splitting algorithm [17] which enables to split an unbounded cell with a hyperplane for the generation.
Binary geometric operation algorithm
Section 4 explains the details of the CSMA with respect to the evaluation of the three geometric operations: intersection, difference, and union. The algorithm can also be used for the five binary topological predicates [6] : intersect, disjoint, meet, contains, and equal.
We use the cell splitting algorithm of Chandrajit Bajaj et al. in the CSMA. Given the PBS of a cell σ (not a cell complex) and a hyperplane f j (p) = 0, the cell splitting algorithm produces the new PBS of the cell complex Γ that satisfies the following:
(1) If the hyperplane intersects the cell σ (f j (p) > 0∧σ is not empty and f j (p) < 0∧σ is not empty), then there are two top cells in Γ, i.e., f j (p) ≥ 0∧σ and f j (p) ≤ 0 ∧ σ.
(2) Otherwise, there is only one top cell in Γ, i.e., σ.
As a result of the cell splitting, each node of the PBS of Γ has a new position as its node attribute. For a node representing a cell σ k , the position value v k, j of σ k is +, 0, or −. This value represents the relative position of the cell σ k to the hyperplane f j (p) = 0, as follows:
In the CSMA algorithm, a cell is split by more than one hyperplane. In order to split a cell with n h hyperplanes, the cell splitting algorithm is invoked n h times in our implementation. As a result of the invocation, the PBS of a cell complex, which represents the splitting result, is obtained. Each node of the PBS has a new position vector, which is defined as follows. The length of the position vectors is n h . For a node of a cell σ k in the PBS, the j-th element value v k, j is +, 0, or −. This value represents the relative position of the cell σ k to the j-th hyperplane (1 ≤ j ≤ n h ) explained above.
There is a difference between the cell splitting algorithm presented by Chandrajit Bajaj et al. and the algorithm implemented herein. As a result of the cell splitting, an arc between cells occurs, which represents the direct face relationship in the PBS. When splitting an s-dimensional cell, the cell splitting algorithm of Chandrajit Bajaj et al. creates arcs between a newly created (s − 1)-dimensional cell and newly created (s − 2)-dimensional cells. They assumed that the number of newly created (s − 1)-dimensional cells is one and that all of the newly created (s − 2)-dimensional cells have a direct face relationship between with the newly created (s − 1)-dimensional cell. This assumption holds when the dimension s = 2 and the number of hyperplanes is n h = 1. In our implementation, the position vector is used to check the direct face relationship between newly created cells in the PBS.
There are four steps used to evaluate the binary spatial operations between two cell complexes (see Fig. 6 ). The cell splitting algorithm is applied in the third step. There are two steps before the cell splitting and one step after the cell splitting in order to handle the cell complex.
(1) Conversion of the CPVS to the PBS
The first step is the conversion of the CPVS of a cell complex to its PBS. Although there are two operands in the operation, only one cell complex is converted. We hereinafter use Γ 1 to refer to the converted cell complex, and Γ 2 to refer the other cell complex.
(2) Generation of the PBS of the top cells In this step, the PBS obtained by the previous step is used. The PBS of the incidence graphs of all of the top cells in Γ 1 is obtained from the PBS of Γ 1 . Fig. 6 Steps of the CSMA. To evaluate a binary spatial operation between Γ 1 and Γ 2 , CPVS of Γ 1 is converted to the PBS. The incidence graphs represented by the PBS are then split with the hyperplanes using the Hyperplane part of the CPVS of Γ 2 . Finally, the cells that represent the operation result are collected from the top cell splitting result using the TopCell part of Γ 2 .
(3) Cell splitting
In this step, the PBS obtained by the previous step, and the Hyperplane part of the CPVS of Γ 2 are used. Since there is hyperplane information in the CPVS of Γ 2 , the CPVS does not have to be converted to the PBS. The PBS of the top cells in Γ 1 is split with the hyperplanes associated with Γ 2 , which is stored in the Hyperplane part of the CPVS of Γ 2 . In this step, the cell splitting algorithm is applied repeatedly to split the PBS one-by-one by the hyperplanes.
(4) Cell Selection and Merge
In this step, the cells that represent the operation result are selected from the result of the previous step. This is done using the TopCell part of Γ 2 . The position vector of each node is examined one-by-one, and the nodes that satisfy a particular condition are selected. The way of the selection is different operation by operation to be evaluated. For example, to evaluate intersection, only the cells that are As explained above, the CSMA uses the CPVSs of the two cell complexes, one of which is converted to the PBS. For example, to evaluate intersection between Γ 1 and Γ 2 , the PBS of the incidence graphs of all top cells in Γ 1 is produced from the CPVS of Γ 1 . The PBS of the top cells is then split with the set of hyperplanes associated with Γ 2 in the cell splitting step. In this step, the Hyperplane part of the CPVS of Γ 2 is used. Then, the nodes that satisfy one of the following three conditions are obtained. To do the selection, the TopCell part of the CPVS of Γ 2 is used. Finally, the PBS that represents intersection between Γ 1 and Γ 2 is produced by merging the incidence graphs. The algorithm of the intersection is shown in Fig. 7 .
In the case of the difference operation, the algorithm is same as intersection except for the manner of cell selection in the fourth step. Nodes that satisfy one of the following two conditions are obtained. In the case of union, the behavior is different. The CSMA is executed twice. In order to obtain the PBS that represents the union of two cell complexes, Γ 1 and Γ 2 , the PBSs of top cells in Γ 1 is first split by the hyperplanes associated with Γ 2 . Then, the PBSs of the top cells in Γ 2 are split by the hyperplanes associated with Γ 1 . Finally, these two sets of PBSs are merged into one PBS. The result represents the union of two cell complexes, Γ 1 and Γ 2 .
Experimental Evaluation
The purpose of the test is to measure the execution time of the spatial operation algorithm CSMA implemented herein. The experiments are performed on a SUN Microsystems Blade 100 Workstation (main memory: 512 Mbytes, OS: Solaris 10). Applications are implemented in C and C++ (C/C++ compiler: SUN Forte 6 Developer Update 2, Database System: ShusseUo).
Test database
The present test uses randomly generated threedimensional cell complexes and four-dimensional cell complexes. We generated random d-dimensional cell complexes (d = 3 or 4) using the following procedure. The procedure has two parameters n f and n t , which represent the number of (d − 1)-dimensional faces and the number of top cells, respectively. In the present test, n f = 10, and n t = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, or 120. 2. The cube C is split with (n f d × 2) random hyperplanes using the cell splitting algorithm. Each random hyperplane is generated by a random point in C and a random normal vector that represents the orientation of the hyperplane to be generated. We use a uniformly distributed random function to generate the point and vector.
3. To produce a random d-dimensional cell complex, we randomly select n t d-dimensional cells as its top cells using the incidence graph representing C.
Execution time to evaluate spatial operation
The execution time of the operation intersection using the CSMA algorithm is measured. Figure 8 shows the performance curve of the operation intersection between two random three-dimensional complexes or two random four-dimensional complexes. The horizontal axis shows the number of top cells of both cell complexes, and the vertical axis shows the average response time in seconds (ten random cell com- Fig. 8 Performance curve of the binary spatial operations intersection between two random three-dimensional cell complexes or four-dimensional cell complexes. The horizontal axis is the number of top cells of both cell complexes, and the vertical axis is the response time in seconds.
plexes were used for each test).
The results of this test show that when the CSMA is used for the operation intersection between two three-dimensional cell complexes and four-dimensional cell complexes, the response time is proportional to the number of top cells in one cell complex multiplied by the number of top cells in the other in both the threeand four-dimensional tests. In this test, the CSMA algorithm works efficiently for random cell complexes. Theoretical analysis of the performance of the CSMA and further performance tests of CSMA using practical data will be performed in the future.
Conclusion
We implemented a new spatial database system called Hawk Eye. The cell complex model is implemented in the system to represent spatial objects. The incidence graph is used in the new system. In addition, we presented a new algorithm, called the Cell Splitting and Merge Algorithm (CSMA), to evaluate binary spatial operations between two cell complexes. The cell splitting algorithm of Bajaj Chandrajit et al. is used, which enables cells of three or four dimensions to be manipulated efficiently. The CSMA algorithm can be used to produce a cell complex that represents the evaluation results of three binary geometric operations: intersection, difference, and union.
Further analysis of the performance of the CSMA will be performed in the future. We plan to store a three-dimensional CAD dataset and a medical image dataset in Hawk Eye and carry out performance tests of the CSMA using these datasets. There are three research areas that can accelerate spatial date processing: the development of a spatial index to manage CPVS, the development of a technique to select the fastest execution plan, and the development of a data compression method to reduce the disk I/O cost of CPVS.
